
Axiomatic
Foundation
for Living
(cracks are holes
in our alignment
with principles)

Our overall collective ways of living in society start to crumble and disintegrate from the weight and 
pressure of all the bullshit we have created for ourselves. We constructed too much, too big, based on lies, 
and eventually it falls like a house of cards.

Lies, falsity, deceptions, manipulations, mind control, illusions & bullshit all 
eat away at our efforts to truly create freedom, peace, harmony, and prosperity. 
We need to live from a solid quality core foundational basis built from
principles of Truth.

A faulty foundational understanding 
will produce a faulty output result in 
the end. If we fail to embody core 
principles of truth, our results will 
never be good enough because 
problems and effects will manifest 
what we don’t want. We need to let go 
of attachment to false beliefs that are 
used as a foundational basis for our 
ego-personality-identity construct, 
sense-of-self and ways of living.

The values and understanding of 
how to live in Natural Law is cor-
related with the amount of truth 
vs. falsity embodied and acted 
upon to live and create that life.

The house we build. The choices we make and actions we take. What we accept-in and become.
Current constructed Way of Living based on accepted foundational axioms.

Natural Law Foundational Living
evolveconsciousness.org

If we want to build bigger and better, we need to make sure we have a solid foundation. Otherwise, the 
weight of our constructions will cause the foundation to give-in and crumble away. The house of cards will 
fall apart with no solid foundation to uphold it. The more your life is built around bullshit, lies, falsity and 
illusions, the more divergent you will be from actuality creating what is truly good.



We drink from the dataset or data-pool of available information. Quality 
in, quality out. Garbage in, garbage out. If we intake low quality and 
erroneous information through what we pay attention to and focus on, &
accept it as what is true, then the fruits we will produce will be low quality 
and may even be wrong-action due to the poison of negative knowledge, 
i.e. false information taken as true and lived by. These are the poisoned 
fruits and leaves that we produce from our Tree of Life. We are not 
integrated and consistent in our overall collective co-created results. We 
produce some right-action, yet produce wrong-action as well. 

evolveconsciousness.org

Tree of Life & Living



Quality in, quality outQuality in, quality out

Garbage in, garbage outGarbage in, garbage out

Truth, good and right taken in, Truth, good and right taken in, 

generates the reflection of what we put outgenerates the reflection of what we put out

Creating with Higher Frequency (blue)

will Generate that Level of Care (green) 

= beautiful tree, healthy fruits

Creating with Lower Frequency (red)

will Generate corrupted care 

= toxic tree, leaves & rotten poisonous fruits

evolveconsciousness.orgTree of Mind & Heart



Foundational understanding 
based in Truth, Right, Good, etc.

Foundational understanding 
based in falsity, lies, deceptions, 
illusions

Secondary layer conceptual blocks,
actions, and ways of living based on 
primary core foundational axioms

Core Foundational Principles of Truth as a Basis for Living

Axioms and foundational basis for living 
is less integrated and connected.

Axioms and foundational basis for living 
is more integrated and connected.

Foundational Basis & Root Causal Factors for Choices, Actions, Behaviors, Living & Being

evolveconsciousness.org

. . .

How we create our overall collective conditions through what we accept into ourselves.
The strength, solidity, integrity, quality & groundedness of actions in Truth, Love, Good, etc.

Truth Level 1: What ‘is’  or has manifested in reality; 
what is existing or has existed.
Truth Level 2: The Way of living in Truth, Love, Good, Right, 
Morality, Natural Law, True Self, Higher Self, Higher Will, etc.

Foundation constructed from Truth.
Concepts built on strong quality foundation.
Right-action is produced.

Foundation constructed from Falsity.
Concepts built over missing aspects of Truth, 
or in negative-knowledge.
Wrong-action is produced when based in 
negative-knolwedge.

1+2  3+4
Column 1+2 - Produces some right-action, but foundation is missing core principles of truth to live better.
Column 1: Right action results with knowledge of why it’s right. Foundation is solid, a core principle of 
Truth about that subject/concept has been acquired and embodied.  Ex: Not stealing the life, sexuality, 
or property of other human beings, by understanding the basic core foundation of nonviolence, no 
harm, right-action, etc. towards humans.

Core foundational Truth of nonviolence embodied more,
yet still wrong-action. Ex: no more murder, but still 
participate in eggs, milk, cheese, etc. exploitation of life.

Column 3+4 - Some right-action, but more wrong-action. Foundation missing core principles, structure built 
in negative knowledge & axioms. Ex: Understanding a part of the nonviolence principle and applying it to 
humans, yet the structure above is missing the foundational core strength and integrity in clarifty of under-
standing, and is built in flawed axioms, wrong action is created through this negative knowledge 
acceptence, that of not accepting other animals into morality and recognize the wrong in enslaving or 
murdering them.



Accepting slavery or murder of other beings

Accepting slavery or murder of other humans

Failing to recognize no harm principle 
and other being’s rights. Acceptance of 
predator mind-virus.

Foundational Living Contruct & Levels

Specific applicationFoundational Construct General application

Core Foundational
Basis, Axioms

1st Level Manifestation
for living and being

2nd Level Manifestation
for living and being

Root Causal Factor
Core Foundatiional Axiom for Living
Driving Force, Emanation, Essence

First constructs of life built upon driving force
Ways of being, living, choices, actions, behavior

Next level structures built from previous 
constructs
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Pyramid of Identification & Connection for Value and Morality

More identification & connection, 
more value of other beings.
Stronger foundation of living.

Less identification & connection, 
more disconnection & separation, 
less value of other beings.
Weaker foundation for living.

The more of a core foundational basis we are living our lives by, the stronger our foundation is, and the 
greater quality constructs we will manifest as a result. If you only live for yourself or your immediate family, 
then you are living as a Satanist. The principle tenant of Satanism is the self-preservation and survival of 
yourself above all others as being a “right” and justifiable action, no matter who is harmed or who’s rights 
are violated. Only when we get down to the most strong, solid,  integrated, quality and grounded-in-truth 
axioms for living our lives, will we actually be creating quality living for ourselves and other beings. This is 
the only way to true freedom and peace.

Viewing the foundational axioms as layers of solidity and quality of life generation
Who has rights, and who can’t have their rights violated. 

Less alignment, embodiment, being 
& living in Truth, Love, Good, Right, 
Morality, Natural Law, etc.

More alignment, embodiment, 
being & living in Truth, Love, 
Good, Right, Morality, 
Natural Law, etc.

Only I have these rights. Only my kin has these rights. Only my race has these rights. 
Only my community or nation has these rights.  Only my species, human-animals,
have these rights.

All animals are free and have rights

Some animals have rights

Some animals have no rights

All nonhuman animals have no rights

All nonhuman animals are property

Some human animals have no rights

Some human animals are property

Lack of identification leads to devaluation of life 
and justification of harm and violence

Core leve is most developed heart-center, care, etc.

Predator Slavery Mind-Virus & Disconnection Pyramid

All animal species

All human-animals, all races

Geographic sector, nation

Community, village

Family, tribe, clan

Self

evolveconsciousness.org



Postitive
Knowledge

(true, accurate,
correct, right)

Negative
Knowledge

(false, inaccurate,
incorrect, wrong)

Conceptual Knowledge Blocks 
about particular aspects of reality.

0
-1

4

4

2

2

Above zero is knowledge
accepted that is built upon
a solid quality foundation.

Below zero is information accepted
that is built upon a faulty, 
unsolid foundation, that falls into 
& is constructed in negative 
knowledge (lies, deceptions, etc.)
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Actions, constructs, subjects, categories &  
concepts corresponding on various levels

Postitive
Knowledge

(true, accurate,
correct, right)

Negative
Knowledge

(false, inaccurate,
incorrect, wrong)

Conceptual Knowledge Blocks 
about particular aspects of reality.

Above zero is knowledge
accepted that is built upon
a solid quality foundation.

Below zero is information accepted
that is built upon a faulty, 
unsolid foundation, that falls into 
& is constructed in negative 
knowledge (lies, deceptions, etc.)
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Actions, constructs, subjects, categories &  
concepts corresponding on various levels

Strength, solidity, groundedness, integrity
 of actions, concepts, etc. in Truth

Alignment of actions with core 
foundational principles of Truth

Truth

Untruth

Structures built on and above zero, 
or below zero in negative knowledge

Level of Truth & Foundational Integrity

Strength of Constructs

Strength, solidity, 
groundedness & 

integrity of 
actions in Truth

Truth

Untruth

Actions, constructs, subjects, categories &  
concepts corresponding on various levels
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"Enter by the narrow gate; for wide is the gate and broad is the way that leads to 
destruction, and there are many who go in by it. Because narrow is the gate 
and difficult is the way which leads to life, and there are few who find it."
- Gospel of Matthew 7:13

Symbolism to tie into Bible Ladder Infographic

Integrity, coherence, consistency, congruence, unity & harmony with Truth accepted, embraced & 
held in ourselves will produce the Wisdom of Right-Action.  That is when we become, embody and 
live the Truth, Love, Good, Right, Morality, etc., as fully as we can in our lives.

“Narrow gate”

“Wide gate”

Truth discovered, accepted, 
aligned, embodied

Time, energy, attention, effort, 
dedication, persistence

Time, energy, attention, effort, 
dedication, persistence

“Narrow gate”

“Wide gate”

Truth discovered, accepted, 
aligned, embodied

evolveconsciousness.orgReach for Truth

"When we understand the consequences of our actions —
the violence required to obtain animal foods, from both 
factory farms and family farms, and also the bigger picture 
in terms of the environmental, social, and psycho-spiritual 
ramifications of participating in the consensus food trance
— we find our “temptations” and cravings quickly dissolve. 
With greater understanding, they never arise to begin with. 
When we understand our true nature and that of non-
human animals, there is no inner battle, and our life is 
congruent with our values."
- Will Tuttle



I have authority to harm human animals

I have authority to harm nonhuman animals

No one has authority to harm other beings

Narrow
Less BS
More Truth

Wide
More BS
Less Truth

Levels, grades, degrees, 
awakenings, births, etc.

Amount of time, effort, 
energy, dedication,
determination &
persistence to
work our way 
up to higher 
levels.

Reach for Truth (Pt.2)

Strong Foundation Strong Constructs to Live By

Weak Constructs to Live By

Weak Foundation

This is the inverse of the pyramid & steps visualizations that 
were based on the foundational blocks graphic:

Creating a world of slavery

evolveconsciousness.org

The next graphics will use two triangles to represent different aspects: 
upright has truth at the top, upside-down has strength at the top.



Most Truth, Narrow Gate, “Straight and Narrow” Path
Least Bullshit

Least Truth, Wide Gate, Winding broad Path.
Most Bullshit

Weak foundation, core wrong.

Strong foundation, core truths attained.

Combined, you see that as you climb the 
pyramid of knowledge and truth, you also 
increase the strength of your foundations.

Strong

Bullshit,lies

Truth

Weak

Truth, narrow gate

Lies, wide, broad easy gate

Weak foundational point

Strong foundational point

Reaching Truth is proportional to the foundation strength

evolveconsciousness.orgReach for Truth (Pt.3)

The path to truth is narrow, strict, it has tribulations, hardships, not a winding path from left to right, 
swinging like a pendulum from side to side, not sure where to go or what to do, engaging in actions 
halfazardly, half-cocked, partial implementations, focusing on effects, events, and not the core root.



Hacking away at the top recent human manifestation will only chop the leaves. The root causal factor for this 
predatory mind-virus to exist and perpetuate itself stems from the root of the tree from where it originally 
comes. The root has not been dealt with, so no matter how much you chop leaves and branches off, the 
root of the evil that is slavery will continue to pop back up, grow back time after time. Until we deal with the 
root causal factor of engaging in this behavior in life at all, we will not get to produce true freedom and peace 
that will last. If you target behavior and actions that only reflect upon human animals, you will be leaving the 
predatory mind-virus of master-slave exploitation, enslavement, harm, violence or murder justification. We 
have to go all the Way and walk the path fully. This is to have a solid quality foundational understanding in 
order to create in the Wisdom of Right-Action and get effective result by changing the core causal factors.
An effective method to keep people from going to the depth of high definition clarity on root causal factors 
that need to be dealt with is by having them forcus on immediate matters or relative degrees of needs in our 
human-only reality that we have created for ourselves to live in. There are many secondary layer constructs 
that have us directing time, energy, attention, effort, thought and action towards what we have only always 
been targetting: the effects and symptoms, not the root causal factor that lies at the foundation for the behvior 
to manifest. Consciousness, psyche, mind, is where we need to change, heal and rebuild the foundation to 
understand and create better in our shared first level reality.

Leaves and branches 
are the manifested 
effects, symptoms, 
problems, results, 
output, etc. Focusing 
here has no power for 
real, lasting, effective 
change, the change 
has already taken affect.
Plane of Effects

The roots are the causal 
factors.  The core founda-
tional axioms for living 
our life. The manifestation, 
essence, emanation and 
generative source. The 
power to really change 
for the better and make 
it last.
Plane of Causality

“There are a thousand hacking at the branches of evil to one who is striking at the root.”
- Henry David Thoreau

evolveconsciousness.org

Tree of Causality
Slavery or Freedom - Our Choice



Root Causal Factors, Generation Source, Foundational Principles
Causal Plane, Where we need to change to produce different reality

What we end up Creating, What we Become
How we Live, the Actions we Take, Plane of Effects

Tree of Causality - Human Form evolveconsciousness.org



I recognize that people, even those who claims to know logic, the trivium and Natural Law, do not really 
understand how to use these tools. I am laying a framework or groundwork to explain how to 
come to base actions and behaviors on Truth. I can demonstrate my compehension of these tools
through my actions of behavior, speech and words to descirbe how well I understand them. Some 
previous frameworks that I have explained for helping to understand the value of Truth are the Dualisic 
Conceptual Framework, Truth is Love, Judgments, the Natural Law, Trivium & Consciousness Chart, and 
the Truth, Natural Law & Bible Symoblism infographic.

The point of all of this is to understand that when you have a core foundational principle of truth, and a 
construct your are conceiving of, or to choose to act upon, etc., is in violation and contradicts the principle 
core value, then it is false, wrong and will not lead to true good, freedom and peace. Truth unites. Lies 
divide.

Why does this “foundation” material matter?
What is the point? What are you geting at?
How do we truly unite?

Living by core foundational root causal principles of truth will lead to right-action. When you question 
your life, your choices, your decisions to be made, your actions, your behavior, other’s behavior, etc., you 
always go as far down as you can to root causal factors and see if the way of living, actions, etc. are in 
alignment with that core principle truth, or if they are in contradiction and opposition to them. How can 
anyone expect to truly and effectively unite with others when they are not yet united enough within 
themselves in their own consciousness, nor united enough with Truth?

Is eating animal flesh valid? No.
It is a violation of Natural Law. I don’t need any of man’s science to validate Natural Law Morality. Man’s 
science will eventually catch up to Universal Cosmic Spiritual Moral Law that we live by to determine 
what is right, good and true. Man’s science will eventually unilaterally confirm that plants are much 
better for us as per the design of our bodies. If you understand something from a core foundational 
principle of Truth, it is the basis for what is right, good and true. Actions or concepts that diverge from 
the quality integrated foundation are built on falsity instead of Truth. Violating rights is wrong.

Ask a question. If you have a core foundational principle obtained, then you can answer correctly.

Is democracy valid? No.
It is control and obedience of 49% to what 51% want and desire, not based on right vs wrong, truth 
vs lies, but on whims, comfort, gain, pleasure. Anything that violates core foundational truths is being 
constructed on cracked poor flawed faulty foundation that will not last, ever. Time will reciprocate its
ultimate demise through a compound reaction and consequence of building more and more on the 
cracked foundation, until the house of cards falls. Something constructed from a flawed premise and 
foundation is set on a path of self destruction: from its inception it is already doomed.

All you need are core foundations to walk the Way on the right path.

What plants do I eat?
Man’s science may be able to guide man in the best foods to eat. But Natural Law can inform you that 
you are not to engage in murder, violence, enslavement or exploitation of other innocent beings. This 
is known to the core of those who have more awakened their heart-center, care, compassion, empathy, 
conscience and morality to this degree of embodiment and being the change that needs to happen.

evolveconsciousness.org



Secondary conceptual blocks are made of several secondary 
concepts. Some partuclar concepts are founded in a faulty 
basis, being constructed over negative knoweldge of the red 
blocks.

3 major aspects to look at:
- base foundation of true or false core units
- secondary units built on top in strength or weakness
- the top of foundation also serves as a zero-marker for identifying
if the secondary unit is built on more or less accurate perceptions
of reality; above or directly into negative knowledge and falsity.

Built into negative knowledge foundation, 
actions are rooted in falsity and produce 
wrong-action.

Hovering over a negative zone means not having directly built into the negative knowledge. The category
of knowledge accumulated in that column or subject is not one founded upon a false foundation or premise.
The blocks that are above the negative knowledge are connected to other parts of accurate knowledge based
in known and accepted foundational principles of Truth. Principles of Truth are being used as the foundation to 
support the adjacent block and the choices, actions and behaviors that result from their acceptance. The block 
or connected concepts above a negative foundational basis are missing core understandings, pieces of the big 
picture, great pattern, yet obtained positive, right, good and true knowledge to create aspects of right-action.

Core Foundational Principles of Truth as a Basis for Living

Axioms and foundational basis for living is less integrated and connected. Foundation for being.

Axioms and foundational basis for living is more integrated and connected. Foundation for being.

The overall strength of the foundation for living life and 
building secondary understandings is determined by the 
refinement, clarity, quality, definition, integration, coherence, 
non-contradiction, non-conflict, non-oppositional, accurate, 
correct, optimal, right, good or true basis of our core 
foundational principle axioms.

Foundational Basis for Being, living our lives and the way we choose to be. 
The Root Causal Factors for the condition of the world: a Foundational Core built on 

Principles of Truth or Axioms of false belief accepted and bought into

We ask questions in life on what to do, how to behave, what actions to engage in, and contrarily what not to do.
Right-action produces right results. Wrong-action produces wrong results. Our world is a reflection of the 
manifestations of action and behavior each of the individuated units of consciousness choose to generate. 
All of our actions to live in the world collect into an aggregate critical mass of behavioral mechanisms and 
ways of living. What we accept as true, right and good ways of conducting ourseleves with respect to the 
other components in reality, universe and existence is what determines the world and secondary reality that
we actively generate by our behaviors and choices in life.

It’s all based on the core aspects of information and knowledge you have taken in that is represented by 
the different colored blocks that make up the foundational basis for living life. We build other understandings
upon these core principle blocks that form our foundation for living . These can be accurate, correct, right, 
good and true pieces of data to build your dataset or datapool, the blue blocks. They can also be inaccurate, 
incorrect, wrong, bad and false aspects of understanding taken as truth, the red squares. They are baught into 
as valid methods of behaving in and thinking about reality, our worldview, and our self-image or concept of 
self that we have constructed so far by living amongst the variability, multiplicity and diversity in this universe, 
reality and existence .

Secondary level understandings are based on the 
foundational core principles. If your additional conceptual
construct and basis of knowledge for understanding 
reality is built on top of faulty red blocks that are empty of 
Truth, then you either have a structure built on a weak 
foundation of understanding in order to support its 
conclusion or you have built, not only on top, but into the 
negative zone. Building into the negative faulty knowledge
and understandinf of reality we make your  constructs 
about reality and yourself sub-merged into negative 
knowledge to produce negative results of wrong-action.

If we have a faulty foundational basis for living our lives, then we will not be creating a world we want to live in 
through our choices, actions and behaviors. We will have accepted and baught into false axioms of belief. 
These erroneous beliefs are based on lies, deceptions and illusions. We continue to create results that are not 
in alignment, harmony, unity, integration, and cohesion with what is right, good and true, with Universal
Cosmic Spiritual Natural Moral Law. The quality of the information and knowledge we intake will output as 
a method of living in the world in degrees, grades and levels of alignment and embodiment with optimal core 
foundational principles of truth based in Natural Moral Law. What we input is what we output, and what we
output is what we get back as an aggregate qualitative effect of everyone combined. Cause and effect. 
Reaping what is sowed. This is how it works on the mass scale. Each individuated unit is a part of the whole
that is created. As each unit changes, and more units share core foundational principles in common, the greater
the potential for the overal condition of the world to be based on those solid, accurate, correct, right, good and
true foundations. The greater each unit aligns with core foundational principles of Natural Moral Law, the greater 
the potential unity and strength of relationships to be built. A commonality in understanding important truths 
and values to live by will build that type of future. Those that perpatuate and participate in direct violations of 
Natural Moral Law are participating in creating more wrongdoings in the world.

Content 1 & 2 are at the same level & correpond  in 
understanding to content 3 & 4 which are both lower 
in a level of accumulated knowledge, and are also 
concepts that are into negative knowledge, meaning 
they are erroneous beliefs accepted as truths, founded 
upon the more basic core aspects that are false.

1 2

1 2

3 4   . . .

3 4   . . .
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Truth Level 1: What ‘is’  or has manifested in reality; 
what is existing or has existed.
Truth Level 2: The Way of living in Truth, Love, Good, Right, 
Morality, Natural Law, True Self, Higher Self, Higher Will, etc.



Murder for pleasure

Lies, 
illusions, 
falsity

Slavery & Murder of animals and  
consumation of death justified.

Slavery & Murder of human 
animals justified.

Living in a society of control 
and violation of other beings.

Not understanding or living 
Natural Law fully enough

Acceptance of master/
slave relationships.

Eventually, weight of lies and evil wrongdoings will collapse the house of cards built on flawed and 
faulty foundational basis of corrupted understanding. Even if only 1 core foundational principle is based 
in wrong and evil, it’s still 1 thing that will lead to manifesting a wrong way of living and continue to 
perpetuate more suffering.

Legitimizing slavery.

Death-dealing

Predator Mind-Virus

You don’t work at the top, the leaves, to affect a real lasting solution.
You get to the roots, the core foundation, to affect real change.

Do you want to waste your time, attention and energy to support more illusions such as Bitcoin? Or you 
want to target to core foundational axioms that have us building our lives believing in need for money to 
live? One is dealing with the effect/symptom and trying to modify it to suit us better, the other is dealing 
with the cause and trying to remove it from our lives so that we can truly live better lives devoid of this 
attachment to get us things we desire and want. Instead of targeting the root, you target the leaves of one 
color and try to create leaves of another color using the same roots. You should be changing leaves to 
another kind, a different tree, with different roots, not different colored leaves of the same kind.

Money is “needed” to survive, can’t get 
anything without it.

Gold is “good” to use, it is a precious metal, 
with belief in some value from our imagination.

Paper money is “good” to use, backed by belief in
value of nations labor and production.

Digital virtual “mined” currency is “good” to use, backed 
by belief in fantasy virtual “mining”, intangeable, infinite.

Is money ok to use? We shouldn’t use it, but since we live in a society that requires us to for survival, then 
we should not be going further in the negative direction, and instead be responsible enough to use 
money that is representative of something real, like the value of labor. Bitcoin was started not based on 
anything real, it was virtually “mined”. It is the wrong direction.

Foundational Pyramid Construction Examples-2

Justification for Money

Justification for evil, slavery, murder, etc.
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Building a Connected 
Life with Others

Common Foundational Basis for Cooperative Living

Person 1 Person 2

Creating at the same level 
of consciousness

Two people are uniting to built a life together, or share a life together in some ways and build a common way forward. If one 
person is being and living in alignment with greater truth about reality, themselves, and embodies Truth, Love, Good, Right, 
etc. to greater degrees, then they will understand more about the right direction to take to create true freedom and peace. 
Person 1 understands more of the core foundational root causal principles of Truth to live and walk in the Way. Person 2 still 
has false foundational axioms upon which they base their life: their choices, actions and behaviors. The degree of rightness 
& goodness to be created based in truth is not the same. Person 1 will be able to create real freedom and peace, moreso than 
Person 2. In this union, in this relationship, friendship, etc., they cannot produce the same results since they are not at the same 
level. While Person 1 will be trying to create at a higher level, they will be held back by Person 2 because they cannot create at 
the higher level together, since Person 2 is still at a lower level of creating wrong-actions. Person 1 will try to create more 
good, but they will be held back by the “unity” in uncommon ground. 

Other people’s beliefs and false axiomatic foundational ways of living affect other people who are ready to live beyond the lies, 
deceptions, manipulations, illusions & bullshit of control, enslavement, etc. This is why blind “unity” does not work. Anyone who 
speaks Truth that others are not aligned, united or harmonized with, will cause those others to point the finger at the 
messenger speaking the truth and label them a “divider”. Someone dares to show and explain to others how they are engaging 
in wrongdoings and evil acts in violation of Natural Law Morality, and the people who cannot accept and embrace the truth of 
their current condition and participation in such evil, prefer to reject and deny it and claim that those who speak truth are the 
dividers. The real dividers are those people who cannot let go of attachment to false beliefs used as a basis for their sense of self, 
their ego-personality-identity constructs. Attachment to lies, deceptions, illusions and bullshit will always create division. It ‘s 
not up to those who speak Truth to be silent in order to falsely “unite” on a flawed foundational basis. It’s up to those who are 
attached to lies to dissolve, shatter, destroy, dissintegrate their calcified ego identification with the bullshit, and let it go to 
embrace Truth and Care for Truth. 

This happens on topics from speaking about money, government, education, and especially the mass psychosis 
of the animal exploitation, enslavement, harm, violence and murder issue. If you are trying to live a life free from the harm, 
slavery, violence or murder of innocent sentient animate beings that experience life similarly to us, and a person in your life 
you are trying to move forward and create true freedom and peace with does not care about these beings nor ultimately care 
for truth, then you will not truly be united and harmonized at a core foundational level to truly create a better future. 
The other person will be holding your overall progress back, because in your choice to unite with them you have begun to build 
and construct a way of living, being, choosing, acting, and behaving (represented by the house), that is based upon your joined 
foundational basis for living. You are partners in some form, sharing life, and if the other person is not living up to higher 
standards of morality, that creates an inherent divide. 

How would you like to live and create a life with someone who rapes other people? A pedophile? A repeat violator in theft of 
property, sexuality, and life of other humans? Would you just simply unite on some weak common ground and forget about the 
evil they are creating? This is what happens as we gain greater aspects of Truth and embody them. We raise ourselves, evolve 
our consciousness, and other people keep dragging us down because they will not create the world we are trying to create. 
The foundation is weaker on one side that produces wrong-action, and the stronger side has to overcompensate to create more 
good through right-action. This disharmony in living truly united in what is right, good and true creates schizophrenic ways of 
living, a psychosis. You will be trying to create real good, freedom and peace, but it will never happen, because that manifested 
result is an aggregate of everyone combined. Building a future with them creating wrong and evil through violation of rights will 
not produce the future you want, and you will have to “deal” with them continually creating wrong-action in your life experience, 
since you choose to share and “unite” with them.

How Truth unites, and lies divide.

Common ground works if it’s core foundational
ground, Natural Law in its proper alignment.
If you try to ally on falsity, it will not last. One 
person tries to create a better world, while the 
other is still part of creating the wrong in the 
current one. The two cannot coexist in an 
integrated manner. Trying to build a house with
material A that is better, while the other people 
in your life don’t want to understand and con-
tinue to build with material B, will produce an 
nonintegrated house built upon compromised 
foundational principles that weaken its solidity.
The foundational base needs to be unified on 
core principles of truth, right, good, morality, 
Natural Law, etc. in order for us to truly create 
a condition based in solid quality foundational 
unity.
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People are more united in the big lies than in the particular core foundational principles of truth. True unity 
comes with a solid core foundation. When you speak a truth people do not want to hear or accept, they view 
you as the divider because you dare to speak a depth of truth they do want to face. To speak truth in its clarity 
and definition is not to divide, but to unite in true unity with Truth as the foundational core of our lives. Right
now, many people are uniting with the common core of lies and falsity, so they agree and unite from limited 
persepctives that still have flawed foundational constructs. Uniting in the common large foundational lie is 
easier to bond through than recognizing the truth, destroying the lies, and rebuilding yourself in 
alignment with truth to truly unite with those already there. It easier to unite on bigger lies because they 
require little effort, as they are generally already accepted ways of living. Effort comes with change, and is 
not welcome for many. To continue the simplicity of what is already conditioned or accepting something 
easier is more preferred than changing to something that requires more work from more integrity and 
personal responsibility. Hitler said make the lie big, make it simple, keep saying it, and eventually they will 
believe it.

I was united in a project with someone, we were both united on a common positive goal, but also we had 
the big existing lie to substantiate a unity from. The common sickness, the human sickness of the 
predatory mind-virus of slavery and murder. Once someone breaks out of that spell, and others do not, 
there is no longer the false unity based on commonality of lies and deceptions. Once you wake up to the 
harsh truth, and others choose to remain alseep and continue to partake in evil, then you have a choice to 
make: either live in corruption of your principles by creating a way of life with those people that will have 
you creating evil as well, or you can remove yourself from them, and create with others who are as awake 
as you so that you can live in true integrity and wholeness of the values you want to create with and be 
surrounded with.

We create through what we are aware of. If we lack certain aspects of truth about reality, then we cannot 
possibly construct that which we cannot even imagine and does not yet exist. To create something new, first 
it must be thought of in the creative power of the mind. Most people go to school, get a degree for a job, work, 
find a mate, procreate, pay off house, cars, vacations, etc. They create the same patterns that have already been 
created. They create from the patterns given to them by others. This includes all of society and the various forms
or media we intake that has us accepting certain information that we associate with in constructing our sense of 
self, our ego-personality-identity construct, and our worldview in general. People don’t understand how 
things can be different and why they do need to become different, and the right kind of difference, for what is 
truly best, and certainly not using more coercive external control with more and more man made laws.
Lack of conscious awareness brings few changes for the better, while more conscious awareness allows us to 
live more integrated lives with Truth, Right, Good, Love, etc.

Conscious Awarenss and Unity through Integrated Solid Foundations

Spending time and energy implementing various gradual changes while time and energy doesn’t go 
towards elevating our own consciousness or helping others do the same is spending time and energy 
on control and man’s law to implement these changes because people are not evolving consciousness. 
Gradual changes don’t work efficeintly or last unless people are changed themselves to understand the 
need for external changes to happen, and then they make it happen of their own free will.

Gradualism, thinking you will achieve good and create freedom and peace from a corrupted foundation
is a delusion, it is fooling yourself because you don’t have the conscious awareness of how corrupted 
your foundation still is. We need to keep living in our collective shit until we choose to learn from our 
mistakes and go all the way towards the truth, and not being complacent or satisfied with compromise, 
half-measures, half-steps, left and right juggling, pendulum swinging, etc. The resolution of symptoms 
and supressive measures will not irradicate the mind-virus of disconnection that is the predator mindset. 
Until we get down to the core, we will only have temporary respit, false wins, instant gratification of 
external appearances having changed, proxy and substitute victories that will have us let down our 
guard and become comfortable having this little “win”.
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Authority Master-Slave

Accepting master-slave relationships
Not accepting master-slave relationships. 
Accepting rights and freedom.

Not enslaving any being.

All sentient animate beings
are free to operate 
according to their own 
Nature and rights to life.

Smaller, weaker, worse structures as we degenerate 
further, losing integrity and quality.

Larger, stronger, better structure that 
maintains integrity and quality.

If Person-A is trying to create from the foundation on the right, and Person-B is still creating from the 
flawed foundation on the left, then they cannot harmoniously unite to build a world of peace & freedom.
Trying to do so, is called compromise and sacrifice of truth. Then the two foundations unite from the 
common foundation, that of the corruption of accepting slave relationships. Person-A used to be 
heading in the right direction, but now they have sacrificed the truth and integrity of their foundations 
to now live in a way that is united with Person-B. The structures they build into the future will be based 
on the common foundational basis. Person-A will coerce themselves to allow wrongdoings to occur in 
their presence in order to conform to the “unity” and “keep the peace” that is based on the flawed 
foundational common ground. Does the anarchist ally with the statist? Do those against pedophilia unite 
to build a new world and compromise to what the pedophiles want? Do those against murder ally 
with continuous murderers and let them do what they want? There are certain points of action from 
others than we cannot tolerate when we are at a higher level, and we cannot simply “unite” with them 
based on “common ground”. The foundation is corrupted and needs repair before a mutual unity can be 
achieved.

Enslaving nonhuman animals

Enslaving humans

Death-
dealing

No objective reality, all subjective, all illusion, real reality is not visible to us, etc.

There is no death, everything is part 
of the real reality underneath this
illusion and nothing dies in that reality.

Nothing matters, we can do what we want.

Harm is done because this reality is not real anyways, just a game.

Anyone who excuses, justifies and validates their current condition and behavior of participating in 
exploitation, enslavement, harm, violence or murder of innocent sentient animate beings that did them 
no harm is living from a place of calcified negative-ego attachment to darkness, lies, deceptions, 
illusions, bullshit and evil. It has become a part of their identity, their sense of self, their self-image and 
worldview, and they will defend the wrongs as though they are “rights”. They see themselves as a “good” 
person, therefore, all of their actions are “good”, otherwise if they would have to admit that many of their 
actions are wrong and create harm, they would have to face the truth about what that makes them a part 
of, and what that makes them as a person that they are chosing to be. Moral relativism is preferred, and 
they begin to use many fallacious validations to substantiate and maintain their delusional violent living. 
Denial of the animal issue indicates a continued attachment to a barrier of self-realization, a barrier to 
evolve consciousness.
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Does Truth unite or divide?
How important is Truth in your life?
How important is aligning with Truth?
How important is speaking Truth?
How important is calling out bullshit and lies?
How important is going along to getting along?
How important is not sacrificing Truth?
How important is compromising Truth in order to “unite” with falsity?
Does standing for Truth matter less than geting along?
Does serving Truth matter less than keeping friends?
Do you undersand that standing in Truth is standing in real Love? Capital L.
Do you understand that right and wrong exist?
Do you understand the value of aligning with right?
Do you understand right action creates a right world?
Do you want to align perceptions with the reality of what is right, good and true?
Do you want to spend time, attention, energy, & effort in developing yourself towards greater integrity?
Do you have the determination, dedication & persistence to embark on the spiritual 
journey towards greater attainment of truth and begin the Great Work?

They drive your foundational living, what you strive for, to acquire and create. If the above values 
are important, but you don’t fully live them, then you are not living your true self.
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Is it too hard to see how those two foundations are not compatible? One person works from causal
understanding, the other person wings it and justifies and validates their way of life on the whim of 
their feelings, sensations, desires, wants and beliefs. Wrong-action will not be corrected because they 
do not care nor admit to the wrong or a need for its correction.

Why do you believe you need to do what you currently do?
Are you sure you need to keep doing this and it must continune?
Do you know why you do the things you do?
Do you know the origin of the behavior you engage in? 
Did you just accept the learned conditioning and take it into yourself as a part of your identity?
Can you examine yourself honestly to see what corruption you currently have in your foundation?
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Basing an aspect of your life upon faulty foundational axioms

People who eat meat
are healthy

Plants thoMy free right 
to choose

Listen to my body, 
needs it

I can participate in enslavement.
I can participate in murder.
I am engaging in wrong as a 
result of being fooled.

I understand the nonviolent principle deeply.
I do the least harm possible.
I don’t engage in murder or slavery.
I stop engaging in wrongs because I am no 
longer being fooled.

People want to hold onto their few pivotal foundation points, while the other side that they 
refuse to accept and embrace has many more foundational points holding up the conclusion.
Most of the corresponding particulars and premises are outright false and are negative 
knowledge (red pillars), or they are corresponded will false information that is part of a truth 
they do recognize and accept, and this false correspondence creates confusion and provides 
an anchor upon which to base the supporting construct upon.

Datapool, dataset, accepted information that makes up your foundation (view from top 
as foundational pillars, or view as pieces of data). Conclusions drawn from false premises 
will not be accurate. The garbage and poison of negative knowledge needs to be cleaned.

Red is other than side of truth, the side of falsity & is accepted because it supports a way of 
life, usually one relating to a pleasure, desire, gratification, ease, comfort, convenience, etc.
Red is oppositional to foundational core principles of truth, despite being used as a proxy.
Building with red pillars will lead to wrong-action in the immediate or long-term.

When your position is upheld by a solid quality core foundation based 
on principles of truth you are founded upon what is right.
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Many will remain attached to their negative knowledge foundational axioms for living. When truth is 
brought  forth that contradicts the weak foundation, it can shatter the foundations upon which people 
build their lives around, their constructs in life and their ego-personality-identity itself. This truth is often 
rejected because of the fragmentary effect it has upon their self-concept. The truth is viewed as an attack 
upon themselves, upon their very identity.

1. Construct with faulty foundation 2. Destroy structure to redo foundation

3. Clean foundation of negative knowledge

5. Rebuild new structures and constructs for living

4. Solidify with integrity of quality foundational 
principles of Truth, Love, Good, Right, Morality, etc.

Constructs, identity, worldview, actions, concepts

Rebuild Ourselves in Alignment with Truth - Spiritual Alchemy

We can face the truth in all its beauty & horror to recognize the current condition, accept it, & face the 
darkness, demon, shadow & negative in the world and ourselves. Seeing reality as it is will provide the 
opportunity to choose another way. We can develop the courage and willpower to actualize another 
potential through healing, transmutation, sublimation, purification, change, betterment, improvement 
& evolution of our inner-selves. We can become more integreated and better versions of ourselves that 
live by the values of Truth we deep down really want to. We must let go of attachment to illusions used 
as a basis for our identity & living. Each of us needs to take the time, energy, effort, dedication, persistence 
& determination to really step onto the spiritual journey & path towards greater embodiment of Truth, to 
be a part of the Great Work.

Raising, Graduating, Awakening, Rebirthing 

Applying this to society is not desirable for most people due to their deep levels of attachment to the 
current constructs. Getting rid of all our co-created problems will require the deconstruction of society.
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Use the LOST word, say NO
STOP participating in evil.

Exploitation
Enslavement

Harm
Violence
Murder

AHIMSA
Do No Harm

Nonviolence

Truth is Love
Care for Truth
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Integrate with Truth, Love, Good, Right, Morality
Live integrated, consistent, coherent & connected
Make the connection - Go Vegan



Leaves and branches 
are the manifested 
effects, symptoms, 
problems, results, 
output, etc. Focusing 
here has no power for 
real, lasting, effective 
change, the change 
has already taken affect.
Plane of Effects

The roots are the causal 
factors.  The core founda-
tional axioms for living 
our life. The manifestation, 
essence, emanation and 
generative source. The 
power to really change 
for the better and make 
it last.
Plane of Causality

Hidden realm
“Spiritual” - unseen
Mind
Subjective
Universals
Formless

Visible realm
Physical - seen
Matter
Objective
Particulars
Measurable

Actions
Effects, Events
Constructs
Structures
Conceptions
Ways of Living
Stimulus, Response

Axioms
Core Foundation
Root Causal Factors

INDUCTIVE 
LOGIC

DEDUCTIVE 
LOGIC

Causality, Consciousness, Trivium & Logic Tree-Symbolism
ACTIONS

(external, seen)

THOUGHTS
(internal, unseen)

EMOTIONS
(internal, unseen)

GRAMMAR

KNOWLEDGE 
INPUT

LOGIC

UNDERSTANDING

PROCESSING

RHETORIC

WISDOM

OUTPUT

What has been output
is available for input.
Effects/events 
affect us.

Greater capacity for thought 
allows us to process & understand 
our environment & events better.

Why manifestation
occurs.

How manifestation occurs.
How to live, what to do.

Who, What, 
Where, When 
that manifests.

STIMULUS

RESPONSE

CAUSES

EFFECTS

THINKING

1

1

1

2

2

3

3

3

2

Verifying causes
through effects

Imagining 
causes from 
effects

Care to create a 
manifestation will 
drive us in certain 
directions and ways 
of living.
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Logic brings the internal subjective realm into 
alignment with the objective rhythm of reality to 
produce harmonious external manifestations.
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